#154 Olive 50%
poor structure

#155 Olive 40%
unbalanced crown

#157 Olive 56%
Perform crown reduction using reduction cuts

#158 Olive 56%
Perform crown reduction using reduction cuts

#142 Common Hackberry 63%
Train to strong form

#148 Valley Oak 63%

#151 Almond 69%

#159 Almond 75%

#161 Valley Oak 66%

#163 Valley Oak 63%

#181 Valley Oak 66%

#NS ???

#62 Valley Oak 78%

#61 Almond 40%
Needs monitoring - Bleeding at the base

#53 Black Walnut 81%

#49 Valley Oak 75%

#25 Cork Oak 75%

#55 Cork Oak - (not shown) 0%
Trunk laying on ground

#52 Almond (not shown) 30%

#54 Almond (not shown) 30%
Tree grown around fence 53%

#56 Almond 53%

#57 Almond (not shown) 47%

#58 Valley Oak - (not shown) 72%

#112 Valley Oak 69%

#131 Chinese Hackberry 50% - Remove

#132 Chinese Hackberry 0% - Remove

#130 Modesto Ash (not shown) 0% - Remove

#179 Almond 30%

#180 Almond 66%

#178 Almond 56%

#166 Coast Live Oak 81%

#167 Valley Oak 63%

#168 Valley Oak 69%

#165 Olive 50%

Tree survey mismatch:

Trees not shown on survey within this area:

- #170 Valley Oak 78%
- #171 Black Walnut 0% - Remove
- #172 Valley Oak 69%
- #173 Almond 72%

Arborist and survey do not match